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This month, we're shining a modern spotlight
on two ageless design classics: tongue and
groove and shiplap. These trends continue to
evolve and captivate, even in our rapidly
changing the design landscape.

Tongue and groove, a method that interlocks
wooden boards, is a tradition that that has
been adorning cottages and homes for
generations. However, we're taking this classic
to new heights. It's no longer just about the
warm, rustic embrace of wood; it's about
reimagining it for modern life.

The allure of tongue and groove lies in its
ability to evoke a sense of coziness and
nostalgia. In Ontario, where winters can be
long and cold, this design feature is not just
visually appealing but also serves as a practical
insulator. A warm wood accent adds a charm
that complements the serene beauty of a
landscape.

Tongue and groove has evolved beyond cozy
cabins and cottages. In contemporary homes,
you'll find it in sleek, minimalist spaces, adding
depth and character to otherwise clean, open
designs. It's a versatile material that can dress
up an entryway, elevate a living room, or
create a tranquil bedroom retreat.

This modern take on tongue and groove brings
history into the future. It offers a connection to
Muskoka's roots while making a statement about
the community's commitment to timeless design

EXPLORING STYLES OF T & G

To achieve these looks use Brenlo 146A (T&G v-groove in Poplar)

To achieve this look use Brenlo 146B (T&G in Pine)



Shiplap, once exclusive to nautical construction,
has made a stunning comeback in contemporary
home design. Today's shiplap is far from confined
to white paint and coastal themes; it has evolved
into a versatile design element, adaptable to any
style.

With its horizontal lines, shiplap offers a modern
sense of space, beautifully complementing the
influx of natural light in our homes. Whether you
prefer vintage treasures or sleek, minimalist
decor, shiplap provides a stylish canvas for your
personal story.

This resurgence isn't just about aesthetics. Shiplap
can be used as an accent wall, ceiling treatment,
or unique backdrop for storage, offering endless
design possibilities. In essence, shiplap has
become a timeless tool for homeowners to
express their individuality and creativity within
their living spaces.

SHIPLAP:

PRESERVING TRADITION, EMBRACING
INNOVATION:

While tongue and groove and shiplap hold a special
place in design history, they are by no means static.
Today, these timeless elements are being reimagined
and adapted to suit modern tastes and needs.

As we celebrate the enduring appeal of tongue and
groove and shiplap, we look forward to exploring
how these design elements continue evolve in the
years to come.

At BRENLO we offer a variety of T & G and shiplap
profiles in both Poplar (whitewood) and Pine

Poplar is an excellent choice for painting and is
stocked at BRENLO in lengths of up to 16 feet 
Pine is another great choice for both interior and
exterior applications

The sky is the limit with our customization
opportunities with Hemlock, riftcut white oak, walnut
as some popular choices

See below for a list of our stock profiles, readily
available to ship in Poplar or Pine To achieve this look use Brenlo T&G 1x4 in Basswood(custom)

To achieve this look use Brenlo T&G 1x3 in Hemlock(custom)



T & G 145S WHITEWOOD 3/8" x 3 1/8"

T & G 146 PINE 3/4" x 3 1/2"

T & G 146B PINE 3/4" x 5 1/2"

T & G #147B NICKLE GAP (1/8" Gap) 3/4" X 5 1/2" PINE
T&G #147B NICKLE GAP (1/8" Gap) 3/4" X 5 1/2 WHITEWOOD

T & G 145 PINE 3/8" x 3 1/8"

T & G 145 WHITEWOOD 3/8" x 3 1/8"

T & G 146A WHITEWOOD 3/4" x 4 3/4"

T & G #147C NICKLE GAP (1/8" Gap) 3/4" X 7 1/4" PINE

T & G #147C NICKLE GAP (1/8" Gap) 3/4" X 7 1/4" WHITEWOOD

SHIPLAP #148C 1/2" GAP 3/4" X 7 1/4" PINE

SHIPLAP #148C 1/2" GAP 3/4" X 7 1/4" WHITEWOOD

SHIPLAP #148B 1/2" GAP 3/4" X 5 1/2" PINE

SHIPLAP #148B 1/2" GAP 3/4" X 5 1/2 WHITEWOOD

STOCK PROFILES
The following stock profiles
are in stock and available
for order.

If you are looking to create
a one-of-a-kind profile, we
can create something
custom for you!

Custom species available: 
Maple, Mahogany, White Oak, Red Oak, Walnut, Pine, Cedar, Basswood, Hemlock, more!

Flat cut, Quarter cut, Rift cut available



Keegan, a seasoned sales professional, excels in a dynamic field where he wholeheartedly
values customer interactions and appreciates the art of building lasting relationships. He firmly
believes in the power of trust and authenticity as the foundation of successful sales,
recognizing that every day in this line of work brings unique challenges that foster continuous
learning and growth. Beyond his career, Keegan's zest for life shines through his diverse
interests, from exploring a variety of restaurants and spending quality time with friends and
family to enjoying golf, travel, and the thrill of snowboarding. His ability to balance a successful
sales career with a rich personal life underscores his belief in the importance of genuine
connections, both in and out of the office.
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Limited Lifetime Warranty* 
Water-Resistant 

Stain, Paint or Prime
Wide range of Usage

Sustainable
Thermoformable

Contact Your Sales Rep
Today

STEPPING INTO A NEW ERA
FROGBOARD
a revolutionary product made up of
upcycled rice hulls, making it durable,
strong, water-resistant, sustainable,
and indistinguishable from natural
wood. Built for interior and exterior
applications, Frogboard can be used
in a range of applications.

Showroom
65 Worcester Road, Toronto, ON M9W

5N7
P: 416-749-6857

E:  frogboard@brenlo.ca

FROGBOARD is easy to handle and
install. It can be effortlessly

processed with standard

woodworking tools and accepts

screws and nails readily with a flush

finish. With its thermoformable
quality, it is a perfect fit for curved

applications.



Hours of Operation
7.30am - 4.30pm - Monday to Friday

Showroom
65 Worcester Rd, Etobicoke, ON M9W 5N7
Open  to Public 

Next Day Delivery
Available for orders over $350

Any material under $350 will need to be picked
up or arranged through a delivery service
TOOLBX 

Order desk & Pick up
Same-day pick-up is now available.

Reach us
Phone : +1 (416) 749-6857
Email : sales@brenlo.ca
For Frogboard : frogboard@brenlo.ca

WWW.BRENLO.COM

CLICK TO LEARN MORE ABOUT US!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EiMeBIf09W4

